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editorial

Origins
It all begins here. Time to break traditions and create new ones.
Appointing me as the proud new chief of this wonderful magazine.
Imagine that.
Change is neither good nor bad. It simply is.
The only thing that is certain, is that progress
is impossible without change. And that
is exactly what we want: to go forward,
introducing new articles, bright ideas and fresh
energy. Running a magazine is like having a
constant conversation with your readers and
if you don’t like what’s being said, change the
conversation. With this we develop a sharp
view on what our readers expect from us, in
order to surpass these expectations.

“If you don’t like what’s being
said, change the conversation.”
This year’s trilogy
This 36th edition is the first of a trilogy of
which the remaining will come out later this
year. It follows the phenomenon of living a
lucid dream. This is experienced with the
dreamer first starting to feel awake, being
aware of dreaming, and eventually creating
the ability to control events consciously.
Three stages, three editions. “Imagine”, the
title of this issue, stands symbol for the new
possibilities that change can bring.

The articles packed inside this issue circle
around the topic of big dreamers. People
who are confident in what they do, feeling
invincible while they carry out their plans.
Every designer’s dream is to be able to
relate to this at some point in their life. At
least, they should. Follow us on our journey
and experience their stories, maybe even
get inspired to create your own. Our team
combined its effort and functioned like a
well-oiled machine, as one unit, to ensure the
best of content could be delivered. It really is
something to be proud of.
To everyone reading this magazine at this
moment and moments to come: enjoy, this
one’s for you.
Alain van de Ven
Chief Editor
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designer insight

Design Indaba

“I tend to have a thirsty curiosity. I see my own role as a
designer as one where there is dedicated research spent on
the way things are working at the moment, so that the future
may be better designed.”
Shaakira Jassat, Design Indaba conference speaker 2018
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Design Indaba was started at the dawn of Africa’s democracy by
one visionary man; Ravi Naidoo, who has always had one mission,
to inspire a better future through creativity. I have spoken with
Neo Matilda to discuss the work and impact that Design Indaba
is having in Africa and beyond. The field of design will always be
an expanding and developing field, particularly on the continent of
Africa, as it has the potential to resolve some of the planets most
immediate problems, such as housing, food, security and climate
change.
Design Indaba Festival
Design Indaba works to tackle
these challenges in many different ways, such as creating
exposure for innovative ideas
on their website, through local
projects and curating events,
for designers that would
otherwise have relatively little
industry exposure. Their most
impactful work is perhaps
a conference that is held in
Cape Town annually since
1995. “We want to create a
space for these conversations
and designers, whether they
consider what they do to be
‘African Design’ or not. People
have been designing goods in
Africa for a long time, I guess
it is a good thing that the
rest of the world is noticing.”
Design Indaba’s flagship event
has evolved into something
much more than a conference, it is a collaboration and
celebration of many different
areas of creativity coming together to celebrate design and
other creative outlets.
“Last year, the event honoured
human rights activist and
Nobel Peace Prize laureate;
Desmond Tutu. We commissioned architects, Snohetta
(with offices in Norway and

New York) and Local Studio
(from Johannesburg) to work
on the Arch for Arch monument. Together this team
came up with the Arch for
Arch Monument, made up of
14 intertwined strands of bent
wood, representing the 14
chapters of the South African
Constitution. Together the
arching wooden elements
inscribe a globe, celebrating
the Archbishop Tutu’s role as a
unifying figure in the fight for
human rights. The monument
stands at a significant place
on South Africa’s oldest avenue, bordered on either side
by the St George’s Cathedral,
where Tutu spent many years
as a priest; parliament behind
it, where key national decision
is made on a daily basis; and
The Slave Lodge in front of it,
for us not to forget the city’s
painful past and where we’ve
come from as a country.”
Inspiring and Influential
Projects
Aside from their annual
event, Design Indaba work on
projects, on the ground, where
they try to address some of
our country’s societal problems like housing or on their
website, where they publish
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stories that highlight speaker
talks from the conference as
well as the work of other designers using their creativity
for a better world.

an international award that
recognises creative solutions
with the power and potential
to improve our lives and the
world in which we live.”

“Our 10x10 Housing project
was created to tackle the
low-quality living conditions
of an informal settlement
called Freedom Park in
Cape Town. We challenged
10 groups of architects to
deliver a housing solution
for residents using sustainable building material while
also working with the budget
the South African government would normally use
to deliver low-cost housing.
The challenge was won by
Cape Town based designer,
Luyanda Mpahlwa of MMA
architects. MMA’s design for a
single-family home leveraged
the extremely tight budget
by borrowing elements from
indigenous mud-and-wattle building techniques. The
result is a row of beautifully
colourful houses in Freedom
Park where people can live
in dignity. MMA’s design won
the Curry Stone Design Prize,

Antenna at Dutch Design Week
Furthermore, Design Indaba
is not afraid of taking on the
challenges of the future and
bringing together as many
young designers to work
together on these projects to
build them from the ground
up. Therefore, Design Indaba partnered with Dutch
Design Week to create the
event Antenna. This gives an
opportunity for the world’s 20
best design graduates to show
their projects on the world
stage. This platform has the
potential to showcase various
solutions for the world’s greatest problems.
Some of the most iconic designers featured at the conference this year were; Fernando
Laposse who found a way for
Mexican farmers to be able to
derive livelihoods by making
a special veneer from heirloom corn husks they would
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have otherwise thrown away.
The corn husks can be used
to make a fibrous pulp which
can be hardened into different
objects using cornstarch.
Renata Souza designed an
insulin kit specifically for
children after her nephew
was diagnosed with Type 2
Diabetes. Thomy is an insulin
injecting pen specifically
designed for children’s hands
and to encourage independence in their own treatment.
The kit uses temporary tattoos
to inform the user where they
have previously injected and
avoid complications.
Caroline Smeenk designed
a series of products that are
aimed at making it easier for
rural women who are pregnant but cannot make it to a
hospital. Preeclampsia is a
condition that affects 1 in 100
pregnancies, this kit allows
women far away from available healthcare to monitor their
own well-being and identify
potential complications early
on.

The event featured one of
our own graduates from this
faculty Felix Ros. He gave
a presentation about two of
his projects; Scribble and
Stewart. These are intelligent
prototypes addressing the
possible future of autonomous
or, semi-autonomous driving.
His interests and focus lie in
multi-modal interaction and
the relation between humans
and intelligent machines.
Design Indaba is one of the
most highly respected institutions in the world’s creative
landscape. Their unique vision
and exposure of noteworthy
design, their facilitation and
production of creative projects
help them to support creative
businesses. They encourage
positivity, expression and productivity through their work.
If you are interested in the
inspiring work and positive
impact that Design Indaba
is having on the culture of
design, check out their online
publication at designindaba.
com.
text eilis kinsella
media yvonne bruin
graphics rosalie oomen
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guest column

A behind the scenes view of
TEDxEindhoven
Getting closer to the 2019 edition

It’s a community
where you get
sucked into from
the moment you
click on your first
TED Talk.

TED is a community driven
to share ideas and inspire
more people to do so. It has
a tendency to become part
of your life. Whether you are
searching to learn more about
your industry, humankind
or are in need of a ‘heads up’
moment, we are there. It’s a
community where you get
sucked into from the moment
you click on your first TED
Talk. It keeps giving you the
best TED’s and the amount of
talks is growing rapidly.
That’s where we come in.
TEDx is a smaller platform
focused on cities all over
the world. A couple of years
ago, a bunch of enthusiastic
students, professionals and
creatives joined forces.
TEDxEindhoven was born.
Facilitating a Main event,
a Salon Event and smaller
Cinema Event’s every year.
After a tremendous long
brainstorm, a theme for the
year is established. Then,
the recruitment for the best
speakers in the industry
begins. Partnerships start
rolling. Our digital platform
gets ready to break over
the social noise. With over
15 volunteers that meet up
weekly, we’re constantly on
the move for change.

This year’s theme will take a
look at the meaning of Human
Tectonics. Gathering the best
of journalists, politicians,
professors and game-changers
in this almost unknown field
and bringing them live to you.
I can’t tell you what it’s like
to stand behind a curtain
backstage, preparing to give
a speech that might start an
effective change or go viral.
Or what it means to go beyond
words. Our speakers who’ve
had a taste of this experience
are taking the stage more
often. We are the platform
giving them fuel for their
journey in spreading their
ideas.
Are you ready to see some of
them have their first TEDx
moment? Get a ticket for
‘TEDxEindhoven 2019: Human
Tectonics’ at:
www.tedxeindhoven.nl
Want to get inspired more
often? Every two months,
TEDxEindhoven hosts a
Cinema Event at The Hub.
We’ll be looking back at some
of the most interesting TED
Talks from all over the world!
text selin şen
media roos vlaar
graphics elsa van dam
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Become an intern
at Cube design labs
and co-create
for change.

More information:

cubedesignmuseum.nl/
inresidence

gesubsidieerd door de Provincie Limburg
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Design research
at RISE Interactive
During your student time we can get caught up in our daily
activities. To keep an overview of the bigger picture, it helps to
imagine the future. One way to do this, is to talk with people who
already have work experience and can inspire you with possible
career paths. Jeroen Peeters graduated in 2012 and climbed up to
Senior Design Researcher at the Umeå studio of RISE Interactive. In
this interview he gives an interesting insight into the research side
of the design spectrum.
Working at RISE Interactive
When asking Jeroen what he does at RISE
Interactive, he starts to explain the three
different aspects of his job. “I’m partially
a design researcher, I try to bring in new
projects as well as work on ongoing projects.
Another part is my work as vice-director of
the studio, including management tasks and
administration. Next to these parts, I also work
on the strategy of the studio, to see where we
want to go as RISE Interactive.”

“Our goal in these diverse
projects is never a glossy
prototype or proposal, it is
to generate new insights.
To illustrate the broad variety of projects,
Jeroen gives two examples. “One project we
are working on now is a smart bus station for
the municipality of Umeå together with the
studio of another ID alumni, Rombout Frieling.
We apply our design research methods to see

what an innovative, new and radical design a
bus station could be. Another project we are
working on is for an architectural firm. We are
designing a day for the employees to make
them familiar with the things we as designers
are so used to. We shape the program of the
day but also develop tools to let them explore,
for instance, social responsibility and ethics.”
“Our goal in these diverse projects is never a
glossy prototype or proposal, it is to generate
new insights. At university, you dream about
developing products. For me, the bus station
will be the first design that will be actually
realized and used. However, next to the
product, it was at least as interesting to see the
influence of our process on the client.” They
took an unusual approach for developing a bus
station design. “We use weird methods and
tried out experiential prototypes, went on the
street for testing and did interventions with
pillows, projections, games and so on, just to
find out where new opportunities lie. We found
out the contracts used currently for public
tender did not fit with our approach. For the
contracts, everything needs to be clear at the
start. However, when you do a design project,
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you don’t know at the beginning what will be
there in the end. If you knew, you wouldn’t
need to do a design project.” Their approach
brings up these underlying aspects and taught
the stakeholders about other ways to operate
in projects.

a PhD, he started to think differently. “When
someone said ‘you get four years to work on
your identity and to improve yourself in that
area’ I thought, why wouldn’t I do that? How
often will someone say ‘I’ll help you get better
at what you find interesting’?”

Wondering what central theme of the wide
variety of projects is, Jeroen says the studio
has a great description for it. ‘Humanistically
driven applied interaction design research.’ “It
is always about interaction, design and people
in the real world. Those are our criteria. Our
bottom line is to ‘empower humanistic values’.”

Researching aesthetics of engagement
So how did it turn out? What was the topic of
the PhD research?
“My PhD was about two things. One aspect
was to understand qualities of aesthetic
engagement. What are qualities, which you
can incorporate in an interaction, that evoke
more engagement? To do this, I used previous
projects as well as new projects at RISE
Interactive to try things out and reflect on it.
However, during this process, I realized there
was more to it.”
“The process of designing, reflecting and
acquiring new knowledge by doing so is also a
way of performing design research. Instead of
doing an intervention or testing it in a lab, you
can look at the realisations that the designer
has during or after the process of making.
Besides intuition and skills of the designer,
there is also knowledge that can be of value
for other people. It is similar when you look
at your own project. What you learned in the
process, is not all in the thing you present

Route to RISE
Let’s rewind a bit. How did he find his way to
this position? Jeroen describes how, during
his master’s degree, he got more interested
in the aesthetics of interaction. “How can you
give something a meaningful interaction?
One element that I find very interesting is
ambiguity. I want to give people room to
interpret or discover what they want in an
interaction instead of having only one way to
interact that is mapped to one outcome.” After
finishing his master’s, there was an opening
for a PhD position in Sweden at Interactive and
the university.
Although he initially thought he’d never do

“How often will someone
say ‘I’ll help you get
better at what you find
interesting’?”
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Lay-out inspired by Jeroen’s Interactive Dissertation project

in the end. I tried to contribute in how you
can bring up the knowledge that is broader
applicable then your own design challenge and
how to share this with others.”
Giving Jeroen the possibility to give some last
advice to students the first thing that comes to
his mind is to enjoy your study. “Be happy with
all the facilities and possibilities you have. I
had a great time at Industrial Design. It’s a very
social place.” And more work related he advises
to focus on your own identity and do what fits
your interest. “If you don’t like to make it, then
who will like to use it?”
He explains how, when teaching at university,
he sees students try to do projects that fit
in the portfolio they would like to show to
a company. “When I look at portfolios, I’m
interested in the projects that stand out and
show your view on the world, that is ten times
more valuable than the skills you have. In your
study, you have a lot of room to work on such
projects. Learning to do that is more important
than doing what you think someone expects
from you.”
photo Jeroen Peeters: https://www.tii.se/people/jeroenpeeters#projects
photo Umeå University building: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Umea_School_Of_Architecture_5.jpg
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internship

THREE STRIPES
Arriving in a jacket of the sports giant Adidas, it is soon clear
what the topic of this conversation will be, ‘It’s a coincidence!’ she
laughs. Lisanne van der Leijsen did her internship at the Adidas
headquarters in Germany. It triggers my curiosity into how she got
this much-coveted internship spot and what the experience was
like.
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A spot at Adidas
“Exactly one year ago I was in Germany for
my internship. I knew for a long time that I
wanted to design sports goods. Therefore, I
wanted to do an internship at a sports-focused
company and experience their way of working.
However, it wasn’t easy to find this, I reached
out to many different companies. Many sports
companies are quite traditional and are not
familiar with Industrial Designers. I didn’t
think I would manage to get an internship
position at Adidas. I send in my CV and got
selected for the interviews for which I was
very nervous. In the end, I got selected to
start my internship there.” Lisanne explains
that Adidas was experienced in working with
interns. “They had one day on which all interns
start, which functions as introduction day.
After this day, you immediately start working
in your team. I was the only intern in my team
and really liked working with the experienced
people. In this team, they instruct you with
tasks to work on.”

“I worked in the product
development team where
we start with the sketches
of the design team and work
towards an outcome ready
for production.”

Working on product development
What was it that she worked on at Adidas?
Lisanne starts explaining about a combination
of work for the team and an own project.
“Adidas is divided in a design, product
development and marketing department. I
worked in the product development team
where we start with the sketches of the design
team and work towards an outcome ready for
production. Often, I worked on translating this
sketches into clothing. I learned a lot about
sizes, patterns, technical drawings of clothing
and learned to work business oriented.”
“Next to this, I worked on my own project. I
really liked this combination, I could always
work on my own project when I had time left.”
Lisanne got a free hand in choosing her own
project, Adidas was interested to see what for
an innovative project she would come up with.
“I decided to work on a project about combining
new materials and what this could mean for
the company. It gave me the opportunity to
apply my own skills while also use what they
had available. They had a makers-lab similar to
Wearable Senses at ID but then three times as
big. I could always go there to try out things.”
“The most insightful was experiencing how it
is to work. It’s just very different than going to
university.” Lisanne got more secure about her
identity and vision. “A strong line of thinking
isn’t something to be ashamed of, they were
very positive about it. My internship enabled
me to find out if this is what I want to do. After
my internship, I knew what I wanted to do for
my final bachelor project.”

text emmie knoester
media roos vlaar
graphics doortje markovic

here & now

Robot Love
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Even though modern society gives us many
opportunities to stay connected, a lot of
people feel more and more alone nowadays.
Robots seem to be the solution. In the future,
they will be able to give us the care, attention,
love and sex we crave for.

Robot love is an interactive
expo that concentrates on
the socially relevant, ethical
debate concerning these
intelligent robots. Through
artistic translation, the
positive and negative sides
of advancing algorithms
and AI are highlighted to
generate attention and start
a discussion. More than 60
artists, designers and scientist
try to answer the question
whether robots are capable of
love and whether we can love
them. Trough experiencing,
feeling and thinking you
should try to answer these
questions for yourself.
The expo shows various
possible applications of
robots and concentrates on
their relation with humans.
Due to the truthfulness of
the robots, the expo could be
experienced as eerie. However,

in my opinion, this tension
contributes to the message
of the exposition. The
uncomfortable feeling that is
created makes you think. This
is exactly the reaction the
expo tries to bring about.
The exposition is situated in
the Campina milk factory,
which is the perfect location
for this topic. The artificial
feel of the interior fits
beautifully with the robots.
Some merge into the context
of the location, which
emphasizes their meaning.
The expo is big and gives a
complete experience of all
possible ways robots could
be used. The factory is an
upcoming centre for design,
art and expositions and I
expect it to become a new
hotspot in our beloved town.
Definitely something to keep
an eye on!
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UPCOMING EVENTS
NOXMAS
22 December 2018, Eindhoven

During this dance event you will hear
drum&bass, beats, dubstep and experimental
music.

FeelGood Market
20 January 2019, Eindhoven

On this inspiring market on Strijp-S you can
buy handmade and original products, follow
workshops, have a massage and enjoy live
music. Don’t forget to take a delicious bio
snack while you’re there!

TEDxEindhoven
1 February 2019, Eindhoven

An event full of speakers, acts, inspiration
and discussions. This edition of TEDxEinhoven is about Human Tectonics. Read more
about TEDxEindhoven on page 8!

Interaction Week
Even though you should make
up your mind yourself about
robots and their possibilities
to love, you could state that
the expo tells us that they
could definitely play a farreaching role in our society.
The question is whether
we will overcome our own
feelings of unnaturalness. To
me, it still seems bizarre that
you could ever feel a deeper
connection with an object. I
also see it as a danger, because
in the end humans could be
replaced. Nevertheless, the
only way to find out what role
robots will play in our future
is by waiting. Maybe one day
you will look back at this
moment and wonder why you
ever thought you couldn’t love
a robot while holding your
artificial lover’s hand.
text elsa van dam
media emma roodbergen
graphics elsa van dam

3 February 2019 - 8 March 2019, Seattle

The Interaction Week is a week of design
events, including an education summit, a
conference, an awards ceremony and
workshops.

The UX Conference
21 February 2019, London

This designers and marketing-themed
conference is a good oppurtunity to gain
insights from other designers and companies.

Design Indaba Conference
27 February 2019 - 1 March 19, Cape Town

This conference combines talks by big
names from the industry with live music,
performance and theatre, fashion shows,
product launches and dance into an unique
design and innovation experience.

STRP festival
30 March 2019 - 7 April 2019, Eindhoven

This festival is an exciting combination of a
conference with national and international
speakers, an exposition with installations
and media art, educational masterclasses,
music, perfomances and workshops.
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history of design

Developing
memories
- the history of Polaroid
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Polaroid:
Any of several types of camera yielding a finished print by means of
a special developing and processing technique that occurs inside the
camera and takes only a few seconds to complete
The beginning
The concept of a polaroid
camera finds its origins
in 1943. Edward H. Land,
who founded the Polaroid
Corporation in 1937, was
on holiday. His daughter
wondered why she couldn’t
see the photo he’d just
made right away. This was
the spark setting three
years of development in
motion, leading to the first
public demonstration of
the technique of instant
photography in 1947.
A year later, the Polaroid Land
Camera Model 95 was released.
The initial production,
however, consisted only of 60
copies. Within a single day,
the underestimated demand
became clear - all units and
film supply sold out.
With the camera model hitting
its one-millionth sale and the
company distribution reaching
into 47 countries by 1956, the
Polaroid name became known
worldwide. The years following

were filled with evolving
technology in film and various
new models. No competitor in
sight, the Polaroid Corporation
lead the market.
Polaroid and art
In 1960, Polaroid started an
artist collaboration project.
They sought out the world’s
best-known photographers
and provided them with the
hardware and a studio to use.
The long list of collaborations
started with Ansel Adams, a
landscape photographer and
a friend of Edwin Land. The
company provided an outlet
for artists, leaving room for
experimenting - though just
as well valued by traditional
photographers for its high
calibre of film.

Questioning why the Polaroid
was so tempting for artists, the
instantaneous aspect of the
Polaroid system appears to be
of importance. Work can be
critiqued immediately, rather
than having to wait on the lab
process in between. Next to
that comes the singularity of
pieces created - there is no
way to infinitely reproduce
the result. While Land might
not always have appreciated
it, artists didn’t always follow
rules or manuals - rather they
tweaked, prodded, and pushed
the boundaries of the product.
It left a collection of thousands
of prints built up over the
decades before things started
to turn downhill.

„Polaroid put high technology
into the hands of the
consumer.”
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Changing times
In 2001, 10 years after founder
Edwin H. Land passed away,
Polaroid filed for bankruptcy.
The company appeared to
have found itself spiralling
down with no way back up.
The manufacturing rights were
sold, new products still being
brought to the market under
the Polaroid brand name.
In 2007, Polaroid cameras
officially ceased production. In
2008, the same announcement
followed concerning instant
film.
This is where things could
have ended for the Polaroid
brand. Within the legal
disputes and various actions
and sales that followed in
2008/2009, however, The
Impossible Project got
involved. Florian Kaps and
Andre Bosman wanted to keep
the analogue format of the
brand alive. They bought a
remaining factory and founded
The Impossible Project. It
was a gamble and succeeding

seemed against all odds. Their
actions, however, fitted in
with the vision of Polaroid’s
founder.
While their Kickstarter
campaign to introduce a new
product successfully raised
well over half a million dollars,
serious investment and
structure were lacking - both
required to move forward.
Creed O’Haron, brought into
the picture when the newfound company was struggling
to keep their momentum,
created a vision for the
company as new CEO. His
main point of view, however,
was looking at the past. An old
Polaroid employee, Stephen
Herchen, formed the direct
link between The Impossible
Project and the original
Polaroid company.
The company also started
acknowledging its user groups.
Next to the analogue lovers
who never stopped using film,
an emerging group of younger
users was recognised, mainly
caused by the instantaneous

„Don’t do anything that someone else
can do. Don’t undertake a project
unless it is manifestly important and
nearly impossible.” - Edwin H. Land

physicality the system offers.
These same qualities are what
made polaroid such a success
in the first place, even an
artistic means.
Flashing back a few decennia
to 1977, Polaroid created the
Onestep camera.
40 years later, The Impossible
Project followed this up
with the Onestep 2. A newer
version quickly followed in
the Onestep +. Described as
the analogue camera for the
modern era, Polaroid is back.
From birth, to growth, to
downfall and resurrection, the
brand has known quite the
stages during its existence. Yet
despite the developments in
technology and time passing,
its main product quality still
lies in the ability to produce a
physical photograph right in
your hands.
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https://www.polaroid.com/history
https://emulsive.org/articles/a-brief-historyof/a-brief-history-of-polaroid
https://www.boston.com/uncategorized/
noprimarytagmatch/2012/10/03/history-ofpolaroid-and-edwin-land
https://petapixel.com/2015/06/11/the-historyand-magic-of-instant-photography/
https://www.amateurphotographer.co.uk/
latest/articles/the-impossible-project-2-73695
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorialhistory-polaroids-art-ansel-adams-andy-warhol
https://www.amateurphotographer.co.uk/
latest/articles/the-impossible-project-2-73695
https://us.polaroidoriginals.com/pages/
about-us
text emily van leemput
media yvonne bruin
graphics anne jenster
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student project

GROWING
PATTERNS
It started with a walk across the campus looking for inspiration in
nature. By the end of the semester Iris, Noa, Katelijn and Kamile
found themselves building a lab setting and growing bacteria. How
this design research project inspired by biomimicry unravel during
one semester and even continue after?
A challenging start
The group started with a common interest
in biomimicry as they explain ‘the design
and production of materials, structures and
systems that are inspired by biological entities
and processes’. “We gathered all kind of plants
and tried wearing these. We imagined what
it would be like if the plants actually grew
on your body. This is how we got the idea of
growing gardens on human bodies and the
seed for our project was planted.” A drive in the
project was to develop alternative techniques
for the now polluting fashion industry. “We
found out about pigment-producing bacteria
that are capable of dyeing things with no
chemicals and only small amount of water.
This opened up a whole new world for us.”

Testing with bacteria growth
The development process included many
different tests, techniques and tools. “First,
we learned to dye fabrics with bacteria to
be confident in dyeing all the fabrics we
chose. Later, we thought about controlling
the way the bacteria grow by influencing
their environment. We used batik techniques
with antimicrobial and bacteria stimulating
materials, digital fabrication techniques and
heat experiments to control the bacterial
grow in certain areas on the fabric and stop
or reduce their growth in other areas. This
resulted in techniques that allowed us to make
the bacteria grow in patterns. Finally, we
analyzed the techniques and concluded which
had the most potential to be developed further.”

However, the beginning of the project was
tough as they experienced resistance by the
scientific world. “In the first month the project
was in deep stagnation, we had no bacteria
and no lab to work in.” With help from their
coaches, they got in contact with digital
fabrication expert Cecilia Raspanti and got
their first petri dish with bacteria. Being kept
off by all labs they contacted, they decided
to continue the project in a self-built lab.
“With the help from Cecilia and students from
Wageningen, we were able to teach ourselves
in the biological subject. During these consults
and long evenings of research we learned
how to treat the bacteria and use all the lab
equipment.”

Focus on feasibility
As icing on the cake, the Growing Patterns
project exhibited at both the Dutch Design
week and Munich Fabric Start. “We got in
contact with some companies interested in
collaboration. By means of experimenting
with new materials, we want to bring the
research closer to the market.” They stress the
importance of networking and how much it
took them further. “Companies are also looking
for ways to innovate their products and are
open to listen to your crazy ideas.”
text emmie knoester
media bart bolluijt
graphics alain van de ven
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“We imagined what it would
be like if the plants actually
grew on your body.”

Simone de Waart

“Materials matter as
becoming meaningful
interfaces of our
designed world.”
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media armando rodríguez pérez
graphics doortje markovic
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staff interview

ROBOTS
FOR
SOCIAL
CARE
A DISCUSSION WITH EMILIA BARAKOVA
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Emilia Barakova an Assistant Professor of Socially Intelligent Systems
within this faculty with her research centering around social robots.
We discussed insights regarding her career, research and the future of
robots in social care. Emilia is an expert in the field of embodied social
interaction with, and through, technology and particularly focuses on
user groups that have special needs or experience social isolation.

Education and Early Work
Emilia completed her PhD in artificial
intelligence in Groningen and then
went on to do two post-doctoral studies
in Japan; one on intelligent robots and
the other at the neuroscience institute,
also on intelligent robots, however, more
biologically motivated. She worked at
the research institute in Japan for seven
years, stating that “it was an amazing
experience as they are very focused and
advanced regarding robotics, and their
brain-science institute is world-leading.
There was an internationally renowned
researcher at the institute, therefore, there
was a lot of people to learn from”.
She has now been working at our
faculty for 12 years, and her research
is continually focused on social robots,
whilst incorporating interaction
design, psychology and technology.
She reached her current field through
previous work and education in artificial
intelligence and cognition, leading to
research into robotics and their need
for social intelligence. Her work has
turned to focus on the intelligence that
is required for social robots in different
applications, from a human perspective;
what is important for the human users’
needs. “When we are aware enough of
what is needed for humans then we can
move over to understand how artificial
intelligence can serve this purpose, not
vice-versa. If you go to the computer
science department, for example, they
invent new intelligent behaviours just
because they can, whereas we discover
what is needed.”
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Societal Applications of Social Robots
She understands that this field will be
particularly present and influential in the
areas around the care of vulnerable people,
such as the elderly; those with special needs
and in education. There is also great potential
for the use of robots to be used as motivators.
“There are many products, these days, that
encourage you to be more active, for example,
at the beginning they are very effective,
however, after time compliance reduces.
For example, elderly users often need to be
reminded to take their medications and do
other healthcare practices, such as being more
active. Robots hold the possibility to persuade
and motivate you in a very nice way, in most
activities where compliance in most difficult,
for example, when children don’t want to
study.”

“Right now robots only have
specific intelligence, and
it is extremely important
that they develop general
intelligence if they are to be
a natural introduction to the
home.”
“People don’t want enormous robots in their
home, it is a large challenge to create fine
motor skills in robots, they need to be able
to interact with different shaped plates, for
example. Presently, robots only have specific
intelligence, and it is extremely important that
they develop general intelligence, if they are
to be a natural introduction to the home. It is a
risk when robots are connected to the internet
all the time, this can be good or it can be bad.
This has become a problem that we already
see with all the ‘internet of things’ devices, the
solution for this will come before the robots are
entering our homes.

“Robots already have a greater presence in the
home than many believe, for example, many
homes have robots that vacuum the floor or
mow the lawn, however, these are not social.
A great challenge currently facing social
robots is that they cannot hold a ‘normal’
conversation in context. However, at the same
time, there are several developments being
made in this area, such as Amazon’s Alexa and
Google Home. These can speak a little bit, and
these will be improved further in the future of
social robots.”
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Social Robots to Provide Special Care
“I work mostly with carrying long-term studies.
We create robot behaviours and interaction for
children with autism or the elderly. We work
on expressive robots - how robots can express
human-like emotions and intentions. We
also have a robot persuader – this is needed
when someone makes a choice and the robot
has to try and persuade them to change their
opinion and make another choice. We research
what kind of language must be used and what
kind of social queues. In the future, we want
robots to be helpful to people in social settings,
one thing that is needed is for people to be
persuaded to do things that they don’t want to
do or can’t find time to do”.
“Children with autism don’t have welldeveloped social skills, we try to identify
which skills are best to be developed. For
example, they don’t like to make eye contact
because they don’t like how much the eyes of
the other person moves and changes, this is
very tiring for them. So we will not try to force
such a child to look at the eyes of others, but
to develop strategies to cope with that. Social
robots can help them fake eye-contact because
if they don’t show the same social behaviours
as us, they start to like socially encounters
less and less. Robots try and teach them and
enhance their social skills. Also, it is important
that young children learn how to ask questions
and how they can be positive.”
The integration of social robots in the future of
society is very interesting and a field that has
a lot of fascinating work going on. It combines
social, cultural and technical insights to
find solutions for some problems that many
different groups face in society. Some of the
most innovative advancements are happening
in our own faculty, among both the professors
and PhD students. Emilia Barakova and her
associates are pioneers in the field of social
robotics; therefore, if you are interested further
in this field, you can find inspiration within
the faculty.

text eilis kinsella
media raquel kuperus
graphics luke noothout
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Do you want to
become part of
our team?
Contact
unid@lucid.cc
Instagram
@unidmagazine
Facebook
UNiD magazine

UNiD captures
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UNiD CAPTURES

UNiD captures is a prestigious place where
creativity can spark. The artwork displayed
here has been carefully selected out of various
submissions, created by our readers.
Want to stay updated on the next UNiD captures?
Follow us on social media!

artist serge gruson
graphics alain van de ven
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big beyond

DESIGN FOR
TODAY
Meet Fanfei, a fellow designer from
China, with a different background.
What brought you to
Eindhoven?
After getting my bachelors
in Product Design and
Manufacturing in The
University of Nottingham
Ningbo China, I went to
Germany, lived there for a
bit but found the approach to
design in Berlin too artistic. So
now I am studying HTI (human
technology interaction) at
TU/e, which is like a very
scientific approach to design.
I think that Industrial Design
at the TU/e is the balanced
middle between the traditional
design that I did in China and
the research-based design on
a societal level we do at HTI.
How did you experience the
curriculum of Product Design
and Manufacturing in China?
The study was 3 years, the
1st year is for skills such as
sketching, 3D rendering and
prototyping. In the second
year we started working on
projects. In total there were
8 projects and only one of
them was groupwork. Through
individual projects and several
competitions, I learned to be
independent- It gave me time
to figure out how I work and
what I want to make. Although
most projects were individual,

CH
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“Evaluating my own working process and
results based on myself and only myself.”

I worked closely with other
students. If I needed help with
picking colours, I went to a
friend who is very good at
that. By helping each other out
we learned our strong parts
and shortcomings.
When compared to TU/e,
we apply fewer electronics.
Of course, I still could have
used Arduino in my projects
if I wanted (like I see a lot of
people here do), but I haven’t
seen anyone do so in our
study. We do research on
manufacturing, for instance
how sensors work. Everything
we envision has to be feasible,
but our prototypes don’t
include that much technology.
In China, we had to prove
the product is possible and
manufacturable, but the
prototypes, they are focused
on the physical aspects such
as testing interaction with
ergonomics, materials, shapes
and colour.
What did you learn in your
bachelor in China?
The most important thing I
learned was critical thinking.
I was taught to be an
independent problem solvers,
evaluating my own working
process and results based on
myself and only myself.

text linas gabrielaitis
media roos vlaar
graphics renate voss
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designer tools

Unscrambled
eggs
As designers, we are always analysing
problems and trying to solve them.
However, we are not the only ones to do so.
Problem-solving is part of the every day of
every single person who we are stuck here
with.
Problem-solving has been part
of us for a long time, since
the start of early humans.. We
differed from other animals
and evolved because we were
able to move around complex
thoughts in our heads.
Thinking more complex and
abstract thoughts gave us the
power to understand and learn
many things and then use
them to do even more things.
Most importantly, thinking
abstractly gave us the power
to believe in myths and
fantasies, which actually
don’t exist. One of the mythsmeanings behinds words and
sounds, gave us the birth of
languages. People created
language and this language, in
turn, is creating and shaping
us, our society. Poets and
writers, for example, use
language to introduce new
words and expressions. These
new words, through language,
change how we think. To
illustrate, Russians are faster
at separating blue from light
blue than English speakers

as they have two distinct
and more different words for
blue and light blue. Language,
without us noticing, programs
us to think in predefined
patterns.
Jacques Lucan, however,
thought that it is possible
to bring these patterns to
attention. He believed that
the unconscious is structured
like a language. If that’s true,
then that little engine that
runs everything that you do
daily, but don’t think about, is
not as primitive and primal
as usually assumed. It may be
just as smart and linguistic as
the conscious thought, which
you are using right now to
read.
The good news is that it
is possible to express that
invisible unconscious self
into the outside world.
Wittgenstein believed that
problems are only problems
in our language, not in the
world. The problems are partly,
in how we express ourselves
and how we organize the
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“Wittgenstein believed that problems
are only problems in our language, not
in the world. The problems are partly,
in how we express ourselves and how
we organize the information we already
have.”
information we already have.
Correctly expressing the
problem in language, based
on Wittgenstein, solves the
problem. On the other hand,
Carl Jung used different tools
to express himself. He made
sculptures, drew mandalas
to understand himself, to
structure and express his
inner unconscious myths and
fantasies.

This practice can also be
applied to actually useful
thing. An engineer William
Phillips was still studying in
university when he couldn’t
grasp the concept of macroeconomics. He used his
background in engineering
to build a physical model of
a heating system, where the
flowing water was a metaphor
of the flow of money in the
economy. The fact that the
same thing happens, but in
different contexts, not only
helped him learn and pass his
exams, but he later became
a professor and started
teaching.
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An example relevant for
industrial designers would be
how design research is related
to Hollywood movie making.
Script writers have to be able
to summarize the plot into one
controlling idea - a sentence
with the most important cause
and effect. Similarly, research
questions communicate what
it is, (and its effect) that you
are researching.
By making things or writing
thoughts down, in our
minds we compare what we
understand (what is visible
and graspable), to what we yet
don’t (the invisible). There are
plenty of visible and obvious
problems everywhere, that can
be used to solve the seemingly
invisible problems all around
us. Expressing the invisible
problems, makes the mess
visible, letting you feel and
untangle it, and then design
for it. Here are some tools to
make the invisible visible,
here are some tools to help
you organize your mess.

Notion
The motto of this clean and
simple application is “organize
everything in your life in
one place”. It incorporates
note taking, calendar time
management, to-do list
making and collaborative
writing elements into one
easy-to-use platform. The
interface is extremely
minimalistic, shows only
the options that you need,
when you need them and is
genuinely nice to interact
with.
The reason I use Notion is
because it encourages me to
write down more things, play
around with the thoughts
I have written down and
arrange them into a story
that makes sense. Not only
is it pleasant to take notes,
but organizing them is not
annoying, which every other
app has failed to figure out.

1
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Draw.io
A free online tool made for you
to quickly use text and visual
elements to communicate
your idea. Everything you
make in ‘draw.io’ looks good,
so you don’t have to worry
about that and can fully focus
on arranging and structuring
your thoughts.

PureRef
PureRef, a software purely
for working with images. It
lets you keep your reference
images in a canvas, that is
in view at all times. Drag and
drop images into the infinitely
large canvas, then arrange
and annotate them to build
moodboards or display your
thought process.

“Expressing the invisible problems,
makes the mess visible, letting you feel
and untangle it, and then design for it.”

The Doodle Library - The Noun
Project
Unrelated free cute
illustrations for your projects.

text linas gabrielaitis
graphics renate voss

+31 6 29 04 93 02
www.usono.com
@usono

WE’RE
LOOKING FOR
INTERNS

We ease,
improve and
innovate the use
of ultrasound

Usono is a medtech start-up. At Usono we create solutions
for the ultrasound market to make the use of ultrasound
easier, more accessible and widely applicable. Current
procedures are enhanced and new applications are
designed by using state of the art technology. We design
and develop products, systems and services from a user
perspective. We have a R&D culture in which design plays
a major role. We are a young and vibrant team, always
looking for enthusiastic designers.
Care to join us? Email at work@usono.com

Are you looking for a challenge in design research, not scared for the unknown, open for new things
and ready to make things happen?
RISE Interactive Umeå is looking for interns!
We are a design research studio in the beautiful city of Umeå (located in the north of Sweden), working with design
research and innovation for Transformative Practices within Society. We use design as a mode of enquiry, for
prototyping and generating new knowledge. We work on the point where technologies and people meet, where
the bottom line for us is to empower humanistic values through the designs that we create.
There are various ongoing projects within the studio in which you could be involved in, but we are very open for
own initiatives and ideas.
Examples of projects that we are currently running are The Wasp Hub, a 3D printing community in which we
are exploring how to print with wood based materials, The Pink, a design driven ecosystem in which we work
together with different partners and stakeholders to create a place where societal transformations can be
explored, steered and investigated, and Nord InC, a collaborative project focused on E-health and education.
If you are interested, have questions or would like to have a chat, let us know!
Email us at: internships.umea.interactive@ri.se

Hopefully see you up north!
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column

Art, Research
&Development,
Last October, during the Dutch
Design Week, I attended the
Antenna Design Conference.
Usually, such an event can
overload you with information
leaving little time to process.
However, this time, one talk
in particular triggered me.
Martina Huynh presented her
‘Basic Income Café’, which she
explained as ‘an interactive
installation making
basic income scenarios
experienceable’ drawing
an analogy between coffee
and money. It interested me
how she had translated this
ungraspable societal debate
into a system possible to
make, test and reflect upon.
These interactive installations
or interventions are regularly
seen in the art scene where
artists want to raise a
question and have spectators
re-evaluate their beliefs.
In addition to this sector, it
appears in the design research
field when designers build
experiential prototypes for
testing. In this way, designers
and artists pro-actively take
responsibility for the future.
Instead of seeing future
implications as unforeseen
results, they try to enlarge
their foreseeability by testing
and visualizing what will
happen before it actually
happens.
Although this practice is
becoming more common,
still it seems to be a bit
frowned upon in the research
and development field as
if it is only for the artistic,
idealistic and creative souls.
The abstract and large-

scale challenges maybe
scare off engineers and
developers. Even designers
in our department can have
an aversion to ‘design for
debate’ and not everyone is
enthusiastic about design
research either.
However, I wonder
how it would be if the practical
approach of the developer
were applied on these complex
and societal systems.
What would happen if this way
of testing societal problems
would move out of the art and
design research sphere into
the R&D sphere? It should be
a golden combination to move
continuously back and forth
between visionary thinking
and practical development.

a new field
of design?

A design loop of testing and
making societal challenges
experienceable with the
use of interventions and
installations followed by
developing processes, tools
and products. After that,
a reflection with these
two perspectives and then
repeat. The combination of
these, on first sight almost
contradictory fields, could
advance designing for societal
problems.
text emmie knoester
media emma roodbergen
graphics tea ferrari
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recommendation

Sound bites for
empty moments
For the past two
years, more and
more podcasts have
been popping up
on the internet. In
this avalanche of
spoken articles, we
have selected six
different podcasts
that we think are
interesting for you.

Every Wednesday, 20-40 min
Every designer needs a
certain curiosity, a drive
to understand the world
around. Every week, Roman
Mars and his team dissect a
specific part of our designed
life and show the incredible
amount of effort, time and
thoughtfulness that is put in
every object around us.
Start with this episode: 317Build to Burn

Every Monday, 1-1,5 hour
Design Matters has been
running for over 13(!) years.
You could easily spend
months listening to the
backlog of this show. In this
podcast, Debbie Milman sits
down with guests from all
walks of life. It focuses a bit
less on design specifically
and more on creative people
in general. However, the
interviews are chockfull of
little nuggets of information
that you can apply in your
professional work. Don’t
expect everything to be
equally interesting to you, but
given the immense archive,
everyone can find something
to their liking.
Start with this episode: Brené
Brown

Monthly, 20-30 min
In this podcast, Joe and Guus
dive into subjects like ethics,
diversity in design, ‘smart’
devices and good designer
etiquette. They give insightful
advice and direction for
beginning designers and
often take a step back from
the hype to look at things
more critically. Sometimes
their discussions are cut short
by their own time limit, but
that also means that all their
episodes are bite-sized and
you will go through them in
one go.
Start with this episode: #71:
Client Empathy
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Inactive, 30-60 min
For in-depth research
methods, Mixed Methods is
the best podcast on the block.
While there are not many
episodes, each one explains
in great detail a specific
academic tool, method or
experiment, which can be
used by a UX researcher. Aryel
Cianflone interviews the
people who are usually the
interviewers themselves and
lets them explain how they
get to the best insights for the
projects they are working on.
Start with this episode:
Ethnography: A 21st Century
Interpretation

Platforms like Spotify
incorporate listening to
podcasts, but having a
dedicated podcast app has
some advantages, such as
smarter playback and more
podcast options. If you have
an iOS device, get Overcast.
Android, get Google Podcasts.

Every two weeks, 30-60 min
A significant amount of
us will work for smaller
companies. But design has
been making waves in the
corporate field as well, and
many designers will end up
working there. DesignBetter.
Co talks to industry leaders
from companies like IDEO,
Airbnb and GitHub about
how design fits in these
larger organisations. Often,
these people are much more
focused on management and
company culture, but at the
same time they are very much
in sync with the mentality of a
designer. A must-listen if you
are considering working for a
large business.
Start with this episode: #13:
Diana Mounter

Monthly release, 30-60 min
If you are more attracted
to working for a smaller
company, Thoroughly
Considered is a solid option.
Myke, Tom and Dan talk about
their venture in designing
products, Studio Neat. Topics
include manufacturing,
managing communications
with clients (in their case,
Kickstarter backers) and
financing. If you work in a
small organisation, you need
to wear many hats and the
focus of the podcast reflects
this. Start with the first
episode as the chronological
nature of the podcast makes it
harder to jump in halfway.
Start with this episode: #1:
Introducing

The best time to listen to
podcasts is when you’re
doing boring stuff on your
own. For example, getting
groceries, travelling or when
you’re doing the dishes are
perfect moments to listen to a
podcast.

text derek van der ploeg
graphics ilse faber
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design trends

FORM FOLLOWS

FUNCTION EMOTION
Just have a look at some of the everyday
products we use – a pen, a calculator or
a coffee mug. Mostly, you’ll find that its
design ratifies the notion: form follows
function.
This means that the form
given to those particular
objects are simply a result of
the need to clearly express
the function(s) they intend
to serve. It is important,
especially to the designers
of those products, that
we consumers intuitively
understand the purpose of
the product and its intended
use - without too many
instructions. Concurrently,
there is a requirement from
a manufacturing viewpoint,
to make products easy to
produce and help turn a
fundamental cog in the
corporate machine: mass
production.
But what is it that makes us
attracted to elegant products
like the MacBook or the
Bang & Olufsen BeoSound?
Essentially, they carry out
their functions of being a
computer and a speaker
respectively, but somehow
also seem to evoke a sense of
lust, Zen and happiness - all
at the same time. This seems
to be particularly because
of the aesthetics of the
products themselves. There is
something so satisfying about
well- machined aluminium,
subtle notches and bevels that
make most of us fall in love
with the product instantly.
Steve Jobs’ obsession with
simplicity and sleek design
made him one of the pioneers
of the movement from dreary
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boxy, grey plastic housings
for computers to a more
minimalistic, quirky aesthetic
that we associate with
Apple products today. The
inspiration for many of Apple’s
bold, perfectly-proportioned
and effortless design is
inspired by the work of Dieter
Rams at Braun. Jonathan Ive,
senior VP of design at Apple,
said about Rams’ products;
“No part appeared to be either
hidden or celebrated, just
perfectly considered and
completely appropriate in
the hierarchy of the product’s
details and features. At a
glance, you knew exactly what
it was and exactly how to use
it.”
While Jobs embraced
minimalism, he avoided
allowing that to make his
products cold - they stayed
fun. He was passionate and
serious about design, but at
the same time, there was also
a sense of play. This deeper
connection that Apple’s
products were able to make
with its user, is what made
them so popular and stand out
instantly. Many companies
have since followed in Apple’s
footsteps to recreate this
aesthetic, because apart from
being iconic and beautiful –
it’s design that actually sells.
Why do we find things to be
beautiful?
People love beautiful and
thoughtfully designed
products. In fact, beauty
isn’t something tangible –
it only exists in our head
as a pleasant feeling. You
might notice that describing
beauty often results in
describing how the colour,
form, proportion or feel of
something appeals to us.

One might argue that the
simplicity and clean look and
feel of a MacBook increase the
urge to be productive and use
the product more.
While the affinity towards
designs may differ according
to taste, some fundamental
elements of design have
remained consistent
throughout the years.
Elements such as the golden
ratio, symmetry and fractal
patterns have stood the test
of time and have occurred
in the arts and architecture
from our beginnings to
modern day. They have been
an integral part of the way
we design things because as
humans we seem to be in a
seemingly inherent agreement
about the beauty of certain
things. A core reasoning for
this is because all the abovementioned elements also
exist in nature and they have
become part of our cognitive
biology because they helped
our ancestors survive.
For example, snail shells,
flower heads, waves and
clouds all seem to have
elements of fractal patterns
- a never-ending pattern that
seems to continue forever.
The golden ratio is seen
in a Nautilus’ shell, in the
proportions of animal’s bodies
and in the number of petals on
a flower which consistently
follow the Fibonacci sequence.
Symmetry, on the other hand,
is nature’s way of telling us
everything is as it should
be. According to scientists,
the moment something isn’t
symmetrical, like a wilted
plant or an animal’s lopsided
face -we often feel that it
isn’t physically beautiful
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anymore. While it might seem
like an outrageous claim to
say that beauty is something
instinctive that evolved with
us as humans, research has
indeed proven this to be
true. Although we cannot
specifically say what beauty
is or what it’s based on, we
somehow recognize it when
we see it.
Don Norman, author of the
book “Emotional Design”,
speaks about how important
the emotional experience
is to us humans. Emotions
are about assigning value
to something and comes in
three main levels according
to Norman. The first is the
innate, “visceral” emotion something we are born with
and is often automatic. It’s
the reason we like sweet taste
and don’t like bitter things,
for example. The second is
“behavioural” - it’s about how
we use something and learn
to understand it. Despite
both being sub-conscious
experiences, the latter in
particular is key to having a
feeling of being in control.
Good design often gives the
user a sense of control and
this, in turn, makes us feel
good when using the product.
Finally, there’s the more
conscious “reflective” level,
where we think back about
what we experienced and
whether we liked or disliked
something.
Why is all this important for us
as designers?
Since we now live in a world
where almost all the products
we use and interact with are
man-made, functionality
and practicality have often

overpowered beauty especially
in the realm of interactive
products and electronics.
Design is about fitting and
catering to people’s varying
needs. Therefore, it is
important to remember that
the way a product makes us
feel as users should be an
integral part of its design.
After all, aesthetics and
beauty have such a strong
impact on our, mood, cognitive
function and behaviour, that
making useful things beautiful
can actually make them better
products. The key is finding
the right balance between
function and emotion.
So, the next time you are about
to design a prototype for demo
day, think again about the
emotions you want to evoke
through your product and try
to bring them out through
the functionality and overall
aesthetics of the product.
How does the texture, colour,
shape, and user interface
communicate a certain
emotion to those using the
product? Does it make them

“Functionality and practicality have
often overpowered beauty especially in
the realm of interactive products and
electronics.”
feel excited? Is it playful
or serious? Does it evoke a
feeling of trust, anxiety or
pleasure? The goal should
be to use the reflective level
of emotional design to make
something that is beautiful,
pleasing to use and that really
resonates with others. And
remember, simplicity is often
the ultimate sophistication.
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illustration

Illustration
for awareness
Serena Westra, service
design consultant &
illustrator, illustrated
some recognizable
topics for designers.

Are we agile enough?
Many organisations have trouble with
communication. Employees share their
opinions without listening and understanding
each other. People think they know what they
are talking about but actually have no clue.
This often happens with popular terminology
such as agile, lean, service design, customer
journey mapping and so on.
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Serena
Westra
Koos Service
Design
Are we still designing for the real world?
Nowadays, companies hire designers and are
very positive about the outcome of the design
process. They think the project was interesting
and they had an eye-opening experience.
However, afterwards, they don’t do anything
with the insights. In other words: there is a gap
between design and implementation.

text anne jenster
graphics anne jenster
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how it’s made

The story behind the

C
U
P

Two years ago, it was stainless steel. Last
year, plastic. This year, we find ourselves
pouring the familiar dose of coffee and tea
in bamboo cups, featuring Lucid’s orange in
their lid and sleeve.
While Laplace is filled with
them, bamboo cups seem to
be everywhere. Bamboo fibre
is described as the world’s
most sustainable crop, and the
material is biodegradable. But
where did the cups come from,
and how did they end up here?
The former might prove harder
to find an answer to than the
latter.
Bamboo cups
They seem to have appeared
out of thin air over the
past two to three years.
The previously mentioned
sustainability of the crop
and biodegradability of
the material are two great
properties. They are however
also the two main properties
mentioned, other details
remaining elusive during the
search for more information.
But, the phrase how it’s made
wouldn’t hold up if this text
didn’t lead to something more
than the generally shared
phrases.
Bamboo can grow up to
two feet a day. It re-shoots
from its roots system after
harvesting, making replanting
unnecessary. Together with
the possibility to use it as food,
fibre, substrate and shelter this
makes it a cheap, sustainable
and efficient crop. The grown
bamboo is harvested, after
which it is ground and refined.
From the refined product, a
fibrous pulp is made. To get

the bamboo fibres from the
ground material, the bamboo
cellulose is dissolved by
putting it in a strong solution
of sodium hydroxide. Carbon
disulfide is added, after which
the remaining fibres can be
drawn off, washed, and dried.
At this point, the fibres can
find various uses. It can for
example be spun into yarn,
and be used like any other
textile fibre.
To get to our cups, however,
cornstarch and resin binder
is added to form a soft kind of
dough. This dough is placed in
a heat press mould to shape
the cup. Sanding, polishing,
and coating bring the end
result we are familiar with.
As to how the cups ended up
as the Lucid coffee mug for
this year, a simple knock on
the door of the board room
should suffice.
Several elements were
involved in making the
decision. The colour orange
needed to be involved,
obviously. Aside from the
colour choice, the mouthfeel of the cup came into
discussion. The sustainable
aspect of the bamboo cup felt
quite onward, and with that a
fitting choice for our onward
orange board.*
* insights offered by Charlaine
Janssen, secretary of the
orange board

http://www.lboro.ac.uk/services/sustainability/waste/cups/ecoffee/
https://www.bambootextiles.com.au/bamboo-information/how-is-bamboo-textile-fibre-made/
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UNiD magazine is a design magazine brought to you
three times a year with article topics ranging from
extensive interviews with designers to opinionated or
research pieces. It is made by students from Industrial
Design and study association Lucid at Eindhoven
University of Technology. Our goal is to gather
valuable knowledge and information from inside and
outside the faculty and communicate this to students
while also reaching out to others interested in the
field of design. The committee simulates a professional
editorial office where teams of writers, graphics,
media and pr work tightly together to realize a highquality magazine.

Lucid is the study association that supports the
Industrial Design students at Eindhoven University of
Technology in their studies. Lucid organises activities
focussed on education, career and leisure. Ranging
from workshops, creative activities, brainstorms,
excursions, parties and much more, Lucid is practically
up for anything! It is our goal to support as many
members as possible. Therefore, we are in contact
and collaborate with experts in our department,
alumni of Industrial Design and a wide range of
companies.
cover design Rosalie Oomen

